20 October 2017

Dear Parents,

Victorian Day

After the half term holiday, the children will be learning about The Victorian Era. We will be exploring many of the differences between life then and now; especially those that affected children such as toys, clothes, work and school life.

To enhance their understanding of a Victorian Classroom, we will have a Victorian Day in school on Wednesday 8 November.

The children will be able to experience a different school day by writing on slate boards, reciting multiplication tables, sewing etc. The emphasis will be on having fun exploring different activities not on strictness.

If you would like to send your child to school dressed in Victorian style clothing this would be lovely but there is absolutely no obligation to do so, normal school uniform will be fine. One member of the teaching staff in each classroom will be dressed as a Victorian teacher, the other dressed as normal!

I realise this is a few weeks away, but I thought those who would like to create a Victorian outfit for their child, would appreciate the advance notice.

Hope you all have a happy half term holiday.

Yours sincerely

Mrs S Griffiths
Year 2